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"God hates violence. He has ordained that all men fairly possess their property, not seize it."  

Modern American health care affords every hospital patient the inalienable right to emergency treatment, although this same system has yet to create any parallel infrastructure beyond the clinical delivery of such care. While today's emergency department physicians across the nation have access to cutting-edge, integrated technology-based tools designed to improve patient outcomes by combining advances in medicine with evidence-based clinical guidelines, the science of overseeing managed care patients often appears to be light years removed from the era in which it was born. As a result, American health care has become a system of fundamental brilliance that finds itself limited by gross inefficiencies, a combination that has led to a symbolic, if not actual, nationwide revolution.

At their core, the 2010 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and the amendments set forth in the 2010 Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act address the concept of patient access, one of health care's greatest challenges in recent years. Notwithstanding the 961 regulatory pages known as the Affordable Care Act, or "Obamacare," the relationship between the patient and the entity responsible for covering the cost of care has received surprisingly less attention in comparison.

In California, the recent decision in Children's Hospital Central California v. Blue Cross of California has been seen by many as the culmination, and by some as the resolution, of conflict between providers and payers within the managed care system. This article focuses on events preceding the Children's Hospital Central California decision, how the managed care system of private payers has evolved over the past 40 years, and the challenges faced by payers and providers simply trying to coexist.

The Rise of the HMO

Henry J. Kaiser was responsible in large part for the growth and eventual success of health maintenance organizations ("HMOs") in the United States, and since the mid-1930s Kaiser and his self-named network have controlled the HMO market. HMOs grew slowly at first as they faced staunch opposition from the American Medical Association ("AMA"), which contended that such health plans were tantamount to the beginning of socialized medicine. As a result, many physicians who worked within the HMO infrastructure were excluded from participation within medicine's mainstream. Despite this resistance, HMOs endured, and began to win the support of those in favor of using standardization to reduce medical costs. By the 1960s, HMOs had begun to attract new money, new supporters, and new names. By 1970 there existed 37 HMOs in 14 states, with a total of 3 million enrollees and a tested work model that appealed to many who sought greater regulation over health providers. This change in conservative perception of HMOs opened the door for increased federal involvement.

In 1973, Congress passed the Health Maintenance Organization Act, creating a partnership of sorts between the Federal Government and certain health care providers. The HMO Act offered government subsidies and loans to HMOs, helping these managed care entities to attain much needed financial stability, in part so they could carry Medicare's increasing burden. More significant, however, was a new power extended to HMO administrators that authorized their ability to challenge the medical judgment of licensed physicians, regardless of the clinical acumen (or lack thereof) held by these corporate executives. In doing so, the HMO Act represents the first instance of business concerns gaining the upper hand over medical judgment within the health care system, and marked the first step toward the discrepancy of power between the two that continues to exist today.

From the perspective of the employer, managed care plans appeared to be less expensive than individual insurance packages, which
often resulted in the elimination of plan choices for their employees. In theory, the HMO Act sought to create cheaper health coverage for working Americans by focusing almost exclusively on HMOs, which represented but a small portion of the health care sector in the early seventies. By fostering the growth of HMOs across the country, the HMO Act not only legitimized its model, but also spurred widespread corporate sponsorship from entities such as Prudential and several Blue Cross Blue Shield partners. Growth in the private sector continued, and by 1992 for-profit HMOs surpassed their non-profit counterparts.

Thanks to the consistency of government subsidies, the growth of this particular arm of health care has continued to be pronounced, with the HMO model expanding itself as the preeminent template for American health providers. 1978 saw 168 HMOs in operation, with 6 million enrolled. By 1990, there were 652 HMO plans, covering 34.7 million people. In 1996, the number of enrollees grew to 60 million. Last year, an estimated 154 million people were enrolled in managed care (109.7 million in preferred provider organizations, and 44.3 million in HMOs).

California’s Response

Enacted in 1975, the Knox-Keene Health Care Service Plan Act (“Knox-Keene”) regulates all aspects of health care service plans in California. Over the years, Knox-Keene expanded to include section 1371, which oversees the payments of claims by plans to health care providers. Section 1371’s primary function is to ensure health plans to promptly reimburse providers for services rendered. Under section 1371, health plans must reimburse a hospital (or other provider) within 30 working days, or within 45 working days if the plan is an HMO. Interest starts to accrue for those plans in violation of these prompt pay requirements on the 31st or 46th day, as appropriate, at the rate of 15 percent per year. At the same time, health plans must refrain from “practicing medicine,” or face the ire of the Medical Board of California and a charge alleging the violation of California’s prohibition on the corporate practice of medicine.

One limited exception to this statutory payment mandate provides that a health plan may avoid its payment obligation if it “contests” the provider’s claim. To contest a claim under the statute, the plan must give timely written notice that the claim is being contested. The notice must contain two important pieces of information: It “shall identify [1] the portion of the claim that is contested and [2] the specific reasons for contesting the claim.” Regulations promulgated by the California Department of Managed Health Care, the agency responsible for overseeing health plans, clarify these requirements: “For each claim that is either denied, adjusted, or contested, the plan . . . shall provide an accurate and clear written explanation of the specific reasons for the action taken within the timeframes specified in sections (g) and (h).”

California’s legislature originally passed Knox-Keene in part “to ensure that residents of California receive quality, low-cost health care.” Prompt payment of claims and speedy resolution of payment disputes are critical to the smooth operation of California’s managed health care system and indispensable components consistent with the overall mission to keep costs down.

Section 1371 was added to the Knox-Keene Act in 1986 to help providers correct the “increasing difficulty with claims when insurers and plans withhold payments for unknown reasons and for lengthy time periods.” The proponents of the bill referred to the “cash flow problem” that the hospital industry as a whole was experiencing, “directly effected [sic] by market practices of claims payment,” and opined that “[t]o prevent prompt notice of disputed claims would facilitate prompt payment to enhance claims processing.”

When first adopted, section 1371 merely prescribed the time period within which a service plan had to pay, or notify providers that it was contesting, a claim. The Legislature found this minimal requirement unsatisfactory, because the statute had no teeth and was routinely disregarded by health plans. Under the original law, a plan was required to give notice of a contested claim, but was under no obligation to explain why the claim was being contested. As a result, a plan could still “withhold payment for unknown reasons.”

The 1989 amendments were designed to remedy these deficiencies. As amended, the statute requires a health plan to deliver a compliant written notice that it is contesting a claim if it desires to avoid its obligation to reimburse a provider. The notice must “identify the portion of the claim that is contested and the specific reasons for contesting the claim.” The amended statute also required plans to add 10 percent interest to payments of uncontested claims or uncontested portions of claims. In 2000, the section was again amended to increase the interest rate to 15 percent.

The Legacy of Non-Contracted Providers

The most significant challenge to the relationship between health care plans and providers began when providers opted out of written agreements with HMOs and other payers, yet still treated the same patients for which the obligation existed under EMTALA. With or without a contract, hospitals must treat patients presenting at the emergency department. Without a contract, however, the rate at which a payer must reimburse the hospital is not as clear. Not surprisingly, California courts have opined on this issue, and the State’s legislature has passed laws to address the rights and interests of non-contracted providers almost as much as those contractually bound to any one or more payers.

Regardless of any contractual terms, since 2009 hospitals in California are prohibited from billing patients enrolled in a health care service plan for poststabilization care, with the exception of copayments, coinsurance, or other deductibles. Hospitals are mindful of certain limitations in available remedies for emergency department providers yet enjoy the assignment of patients’ rights under their policies when a health plan fails to pay, delays payment, or underpays in violation of the unfair competition law. Hospitals also benefited from certain court-imposed limitations on preemption rights under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”).

Before the Children’s Hospital decision, the best that 40 years of managed care could offer to noncontracting providers was a marginally useful California regulation. The remaining ambiguities resulted in a myriad of published opinions spanning the entire gamut of payer and provider disputes most of which were not necessarily resolved by the Children’s Hospital Central California decision. Whether future payer/provider disputes will be addressed by the judicial system or through California legislation remains to be seen. Until such clarity is forthcoming, however, the abyss is where California managed care will most likely remain.
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